We study and compare two classes of statistical criteria to assess the significance of exceptional words. Indeed, the zscore-like criteria, or the normal approximation that is a strict equivalent, suffer from several drawbacks in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Thanks to the combinatorial structure of words, a computation of the exact pvalue has been made possible by recent mathematical results. We study here the drawbacks of the zscore, the choice of the threshold and the tightness to the pvalue.
Introduction

Biological baseline and impediments
The transcription rate of genes is primarily determined by interactions between DNA-binding transcription factors. Coupled to these transcription factors, relatively short sequences upstream or downstream of the transcription start site (the promoter regions making up from hundreds to thousands of basepairs, depending on the species) play an important role in the regulation of gene expression. Specific sites within such regions are recognized by these transcription factors, which act upon binding as transcriptional repressors or activators, controlling the rate of transcription.
The identification of such regulatory regions, which are more generally composed of probably dense clusters of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS), is an essential step in understanding the regulatory interactions that determine the spatial and temporal expression of individual genes (Yuh et al., 1998) 1 , and more broadly, genetic regulatory networks.
In this research project, we make use of the advantage of one of the basic informational properties of regulatory DNA sequences, namely the abundance of overrepresented TFBS motifs (or words), although we do not look explicitly for specific words. Though over-representation of TFBS motifs in regulatory DNA has been intensively exploited by many algorithms, it is still a difficult problem to distinguish regulatory from other genomic DNA (Tompa et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2005) 2,3 . The need for improved tools for regulatory motif detection is clear.
Regulatory regions of higher eukaryotes can be subdivided into proximal regulatory promoters which are located close to and upstream of the gene, as opposed to distal transcription regulatory regions (enhancers). These are different forms of existing cis-regulatory modules. The cis-regulatory elements may be located far upstream or downstream of the target gene, and are thus much more difficult to recognize. Here, we focus on the identification of putative proximal regulatory promoter elements.
To date, a number of algorithms exist that identify putative cis-regulatory modules and transcription factor binding sites using either whole-genome data, evolutionary comparisons, or known descriptions of transcription factor binding sites (such as the ones described in the Transfac database, Matys et al., 2003 4 ). of regulatory signals, in the form of an over-representation of (similar) words, and that it can be captured statistically. Hence, we rely on the fact that there exists a difference of local nucleotide composition between regulatory and non regulatory DNA. It is assumed that this difference is due to the presence of multiple transcription signals, such as binding motifs for TFs in regulatory regions. This over-representation of similar words should appear as outliers in the right tail of the distribution of similar word lists of variable length. Our approach describes a method to identify such outliers.
Comparison principles
The scope of this paper is to provide rigorous mathematical criteria to establish the applications domains of various criteria that are used to assess the significance of exceptional words. To detect over-representation, or under-representation, of words, statistical softwares detect some candidates and assess their significance. We do not address here the algorithmic issue, but concentrate on the statistical issue. To assess the significance, one needs probability assumption to express what is expected and some criteria to establish that the observation deviates significantly of the expected behaviour. We assume here that the genome is generated according to a Bernoulli model or a Markov model of any order. We will discuss the robustness, the sensitivity and the computational complexity of some criteria. We will state precisely the criteria and the usual approximations, mainly the so-called Gaussian approximations. We will provide rigorous results to determine the validity domains of these approximations, and prove the tightness of the approximate probability and the exact probability. To answer these questions, we rely on recent theoretical results. We extend this discussion to the choice of a threshold and to the meaning of the comparison of different words (or sets of words).
Suitable criteria
A first criteria is the zscore. Slightly different definitions exist. The most common is given below. Definition 1. Given a word or a set of words H, one denotes E(H) and V (H) the expectation and the variance of the number of occurrences of H according to the model. The zscore of H in a given text is
where O(H) is the number of occurrences of H in the text.
The intuition is that low and high zscores should be associated to usual and exceptional words, respectively. Indeed, a convergence theorem provides a theoretical support for this intuition. 15 . It turns out that the variance V (H) is very close to the expectation E(H), unless the words size is very small, say 2 or 3, or the words are highly repetitive (AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA, or ATATATATAT). Hence, the very common approximation of the zscore,
is usually very good. Nevertheless, it has been observed that highly repetitive patterns tend to be selected by zscore approaches. In such a case, it is mandatory to re-compute with the exact zscore 1. Provided this correction is done, zscores can act as rather good filters for exceptional words.
Nevertheless, the choice of a good threshold uses some knowledge on the distribution. Therefore, one makes use of the so-called pvalue.
Definition 2. Given a word or a set of words H occurring k times in a text, the pvalue of H for this text is defined as the probability
where O(H) is the random variable that counts the number of occurrences of H.
It follows from the definition, that the pvalue depends on the whole distribution, while zscore and normal approximation only depends on the expectation and variance. Hence, it is harder to compute. Moreover, as pvalues are very small real values, classical computations suffer from severe numerical instability. In alignments problem, approximate results were derived by Karlin. Much better results can be attained for words counting, due to the combinatorial structures of the words (Régnier & Denise, 2004) 16 , that allow for a simple, and stable, computation. It is proved:
where
and z a is a solution of fundamental equation
where D is the fundamental polynom (series)
The main point here is that the pvalue computation reduces to the solution of a polynomial equation in the Bernoulli model, corrected by a small infinite series in the Markov model. This can be achieved with an excellent numerical stability. The only known algorithm (Nuel, 2005) 17 is exponential. Below, we rely our discussion on the rate function, e.g. − log(pvalue) n . Indeed, both parameters are commonly used by authors and statistical softwares.
Gaussian approximation A current approximation of the distribution of zscores is the so-called Gaussian approximation. It identifies the zscore and a normal random variable with mean nµ and variance nσ 2 . In that case, P n (Z n > x) is approximated, for any x, by normcdf (x), with
2 dt . normcdf (x) is the cumulative distribution function of the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. It can be expressed from the mathematical function erf (x) defined as
).
Mathematical functions erf and normcdf have been tabulated for moderate values (say, x ≤ 7) One can see for example Encyclopedia Mathematica.
It can also be computed with a good precision (around 10 digits) by symbolic computation systems. Unfortunately, for larger values -the ones that are interesting in computational biology-, there is no good algorithm that provides such a precision for so small numbers. Many authors (Marino-Ramirez et al., 2004)
18 set then the pvalue to 0, hence forbidding a comparison of small pvalues. We point out here that a tight numerical approximation holds, that could be used, as it is done in Table  4 .3. Namely,
We discuss below the sensitivity, specificity and robustness of these two classes of criteria.
Zscore validity domain and drawbacks
Due to the convergence theorem, one expects zscores to be good filters for long texts. Nevertheless, to derive practical conclusions, one must determine what "long" means, e.g. the convergence speed, and what "small" means, e.g. one must define reliable thresholds. Nevertheless, in terms of probability, the convergence result is "only" equivalent to the statement
For instance, it does not ensure, even for large n, a common bound for |normcdf (x)− P n (Z n > x)| for two different words, a fortiori for a set of words. Notably, it does not guarantee a correct order for these probabilities. Hence, a common threshold cannot be rigorously defined. Indeed, the convergence speed depends on (1) text distribution ; (2) text size ; (3) the words, their numbers, their structure; (4) the sign of Z.
A consequence of the first condition, is that a word, or a set of words, can be studied and compared only on coding regions of one given genome, or on phylogenetically close genomes. The second condition means that the zscore significance depends on the size. Therefore, the threshold to be chosen depends on that size. As the zscores increase by steps
, we get to a first paradox. The largest n is, the more likely are low zscores (thanks to convergence theorem), but the harder it is to compare the zscores of two words with different probabilities...Hence, robustness and sensitivity tend to decrease...
When a set of words is considered as a whole, some noise may hide the signal. Remark first that Z(H) = H∈H Z(H) although (because) V (H) ∼ H∈H V (H) For example, in Haemophilus influenzae, the highest z-score for 4-sets is Z(WTGCAW) = −27.96 but Z(ATGCAT) = −23 while Z(ATGCAA) = −12 and Z(TTGCAA) = −10 and Z(TTGCAT) = −11. Hence, ATGCAT appears more significant than WTGCAW. Indeed, given two words H 1 and H 2 , assume the couples (Observed, Expected) are: (12, 2) and (4, 2). Then
while couple (12, 2) and (1, 2) yield
Dissymmetry It is observed in a study on frame-shifts (Shah et al., 2002) 19 that, given a threshold, one finds above that threshold more overrepresented words than under represented words. It is claimed that the number of frequent motifs is greater than the number of rare motifs. We would rather observe that this so-called dissymmetry comes from the fact that the distributions of negative and positive zscores are totally different. Indeed, the absolute value of negative z-scores are upwardly bounded by
of different words boils down to comparing their occurrence frequency, which is statistically unsound. Indeed, we can observe (Vandenbogaert, 2004) 20 that the closeness to Z max is determining. The two words GAATTC and CCTAGG are avoided palindromes in E. coli. Their zscores are −21.9 and −21.2 respectively, getting ranks 15 and 18. Nevertheless, the second one is close to its maximum, −21.9 while the first one upper bound is −38.6. As a matter of fact, according to their pvalues, the correct order is 19 and 13.
For a positive Z, the theoretical upper bound is n−nPH V (H) , which is close to infinity. The upper bound above is attained when O(H) = 2nP H , e.g. when the observed number is twice the expected number, an event that does occur for exceptional words.
More generally, the probability that a positive z-score exceeds some threshold z, P (Z > z), is greater than the probability P (Z < −z) that negative zscore exceeds z in absolute value. Equivalently, a given threshold, z is much more selecting for negative scores. Remark 1. Rare events do occur. According to the law of large numbers, given a threshold and a nucleotide size k, when the text size n grows, almost surely there exists one k-nucleotide above the threshold...Such a statistical noise cannot be avoided, and yields false positive.
Pvalue and approximations validity domain
We discuss here the tightness of the pvalue computation, its computational complexity and the relationship to the normal approximation. It was observed in 21 some dependency to the range of the expected number of occurrences, nP (H). We assess and interpret this fact. As a matter of fact, the variance of the number of word(s) occurrences is very close to the expectation. In any case (Régnier, Lifanov & Makeev, 2000) 22 , it is within a constant factor smaller than 2. This value is the discretization step when the (discrete) exact distribution is approximated by the (continuous) limiting normal distribution. Therefore, for small or even moderate values of nP (H), the normal approximation is, a priori, a nonsense. Details are given below.
Very small expected value
One may wonder whether this case occurs in biological applications. Although it seems not worth studying a very rare word in a whole genome, it is valuable to identify clusters of words in a sub-sequence of a genome. Indeed, there is a great interest for clusters of potential binding sites in putative promoter regions.
In this case, not only it is a nonsense to try and approximate the discrete distribution by a continuous one, but the central domain is empty! Indeed, a zscore varies extremely rapidly from O(H) = 0, O(H) = 1 and O(H) = 2, the increment being
As this variation is basically a function of the expectation, it is definitely impossible to chose a common threshold for two different words. They cannot be compared via their zscores. The table below illustrates this comparison for data in (Klaerr-Blanchard et al.,
2000)
23 . Clusters of words -up to 5 occurrences-were found in some windows of A. thaliana. Their expectation is very small in each window. The program Excep can compute for this range of values the exact probability (see column 4). Clearly, the order of the zscores does not coincide with the order of the pvalues. Interestingly, the pvalue computation (see column 3) appears to be very close to the exact value. This is due to the fact, that even values 2 and 3 are in the large deviation domain. The small difference between columns 3 and 4 is due to the fact that this computation only takes into account the rate function I(a), and not the correcting terms σ a and δ a in Theorem 1. This also illustrates the fact that the rate function really is the the dominating factor.
Small and moderate expected value
For a small expected value (up to 4-5) or moderate (around, say, 50) expected value, the exact formulae provided in (Régnier & Szpankowski, 1997) 7 are computable, and
Excep provides a good implementation that is numerically stable in this range. An inductive approach (Robin & Daudin, 1999) 24 , theoretically equivalent, blows up rapidly. Using the roots of the fundamental polynoms (Régnier & Szpankowski, should provide a much faster implementation, but has not been done so far for nP (H) > 2.
For a large set of words, no good implementation of the exact computation exists. One approach is the compound Poisson approximation. Using the roots of the fundamental polynoms for nP (H) = 2 in (Boeva et al., 2005) 14 yielded extremely precise results to be extended to larger expectations in a further work.
Large expected value
We state the strength of the pvalue on an example on public data.
In (Marino-Ramirez et al., 2004) 18 , the authors ranked all 8-nucleotides of a set of 4737 putative promoter regions of Homo sapiens by zscores. In that case, the total data length is n = 14215737., and nP (H) is close to 200. Checking the best ranking words against the TFBS database Transfac, they actually found the 15 best ranking words and the next word found in Transfac had rank 30. We list below our 30 best scoring words. All of them can be found in Transfac. More precisely, 14 clusters of overlapping words are put forwards. For instance, words 3, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e are subwords of 11-nucleotide TTGATTACAGG that also appear in Transfac. Our cluster 11 is more questionable. Although all words do appear in Transfac, they can be viewed as degenerated extensions of known Transfac words, CCAG or CAGC.
These results suggest to define a conditional pvalue, that takes into account the over-representation of subwords. In a search of polyadenylation signals (Denise et al., 2001; Beaudoing et al., 2000) 26,27 , the definition of a conditional zscore allowed to discard artefacts of the dominating signal and provided promising results. , n = 14215737.
Comparison with other approximations
The rate function of the normal distribution is known. For non-overlapping words,
, and a local development of I(a) yields I(a) ∼ a log( a p ). Developing the logarithm, one gets I(a) < I N (a). The expressions are close iff a − p << p, e.g. for usual words in the central domain. The same result holds for non-overlapping words. A first consequence is that the normal approximation underestimates the pvalue; hence, it overestimates statistical significance. A second consequence is that the ratio and the relative error decrease exponentially. More precisely, the larger n is, the smaller the normal approximation and the worse the normal approximation of the pvalue. The relative ratio tends to infinity for exceptional words... This phenomenon can be observed in our Table 4 .3. Inequality I(a) < I N (a) holds true everywhere, and the difference,as well as the relative error, increases with the zscore.
A comparison of the pvalue and the normal approximations is given in ) 21 . Although large n is out of the computational range, due to the smallness of pvalues, the authors rely on an upper bound on the total variation distance to validate the normal approximation for this range. We rather advocate that this distance evaluates the area of the difference between the two distributions. When the ratio is exponentially small, it measures, in practice, the largest of the two probabilities. From our remark above, the smaller is this maximum, the bigger is the relative error, and the worse is the approximation. The normal approximation does not hold true for long texts.
Conclusion
In biologically interesting applications, zscores suffer from severe drawbacks. They can act as a good filter of exceptional words, but do not allow a precise study. It was shown that, for any data size, its equivalent, the normal approximation, is very poor for exceptional words. Indeed, the more exceptional are the words, the worst are the provided results. Notably, it overestimates over-representation or under-representation.
Among the future works, it is worth developing conditional pvalues and extend pvalues for some sets of degenerated words. An evaluation of the binomial approximation 28 , for sets of short sequences, would be meaningful, too.
